Prognostic Potential of Alternative Splicing Markers in Endometrial Cancer.
Alternative splicing (AS), an important post-transcriptional regulatory mechanism that regulates the translation of mRNA isoforms and generates protein diversity, has been widely demonstrated to be associated with oncogenic processes. In this study, we systematically analyzed genome-wide AS patterns to explore the prognostic implications of AS in endometrial cancer (EC). A total of 2,324 AS events were identified as being associated with the overall survival of EC patients, and eleven of these events were further selected using a random forest algorithm. With the implementation of a generalized, boosted regression model, a prognostic AS model that aggregated these eleven markers was ultimately established with high performance for risk stratification in EC patients. Functional analysis of these eleven AS markers revealed various potential signaling pathways implicated in the progression of EC. Splicing network analysis demonstrated the notable correlation between the expression of splicing factors and AS markers in EC and further determined eight candidate splicing factors that could be therapeutic targets for EC. Taken together, the results of this study present the utility of AS profiling in identifying biomarkers for the prognosis of EC and provide comprehensive insight into the molecular mechanisms involved in EC processes.